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10. Notes on Fourier $eries (111)" Absolute $ummability.
By Shin-ichi IZUMI and Tatsuo KAWATA.
Mathematical Institute, Tohoku Imperial University, Senclai.
(Comm. by M. FUJWARA, M.b.A., Feb. 12, 1938.)

(1)
be a series such that
(2)
is convergent for positive <= 1. We denote (2) by f(p). If f(p) is of
bounded variation in (0,1), that is

is bounded, then we say that (1) is absolutely summable (A)or simply
summable A ].D The absolutely convergent series is summable AI and
the series summable AI is summable (A).
Let f(z) be an integrable function, periodic with period 2, and its
Fourier series be

(3)

f(x)

__a0__ + ] (a cos nx + b, sin nx)----3-, A,(x).
n-O
2 -1

Let {;t} be a sequence of real numbers. If the trigonometrical series
(4)
is summable

AI

for almost all x, then {} is called the absolutely

summable factor of (3).

B.N. Prasad) proved that if 2 is one of the followingz)
(5)

1

(iog n)

/

1
log n(log_+
n)

1
log n log. n(log n) t+’

(

0)

then {,} is the absolutely summable factor. We will prove that if
{,} tends to zero and is convex and further

(6)

] log n.,l;t

converges, then {2} is an absolutely summable factor. If 2 tends to
zero monotonously, then the convergence of (6) is equivalent to that of
n=l

,

D J.M. Whittaker, Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc.,

2 (1930-1931).
2) B.N. Prasad, Proc. London Math. Soc., 35 (1933).
3) log2 n:log (log n), logk n--log (logk-ln) for k > 2.
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Therefore (5) satisfies the above condition.
In the papers concerning summability A I, Poisson kernel plays the
most important rSle. In this paper, applying Abel’s transformation
some times for the series, we use an elementary property of Fejer’s
mean only. This makes us to treat the problem easily.
2. Theorem 1. If {} is convex and (6) converges, then {} is
an absolutely summable factor of Fourier series.
Let us put
g(x, )= A(.)

or=

(, f)

1 <2 r 1.
<

g,

,

If we can show that or is bounded as r--*l for almost all then the
theorem is proved. We have, by the Abel’s transformation,

or= N ,A.()f""df

where t=-2+. The inner sum is
-I

=1"#"=

#=I

If we denote by .(z) and ..(z) he (-F 1)-h partial sum and (+ 1)-h
Fjer mean of (), hen
( + 1)Mz),

By he Fjer’s heorem he arithmetic mean of =(z) is und
for almos all bu fix z. We have
m-1

N

( + 1)t()

+

’e + N ( + 1)t()- e
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for

2

(fl (1, B, B,

ing consents

-I -I

t()

-,

2

indendent of n and p.
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n-1

N (n+ l)t.(x)p"a, dfl

J

Therefore

B+ B.

3. Torem 2. {,} satiring the coition in Theorem 1,
absoluy mmable factor of Fourier-Stieltjes serif.
t the Fourier-Stieltjes ries of g(x)
rig(x)

and t,{x)

a0

the

+_ (a cos nx T b sin )

the analogous one in the proof of Theorem 1. Then

is bounded, (z) ing the itetic mean o t(z).
it is sucient
Since J is an increasing unction o

,

prove tt

Henee we ean rove hm 8
heorem 1.
We will Md a new rf of the following threm by the
former meth.
Theorem 3} For almost all x
is und.

nA,(x)p dp=o log
If we

1

r-,1.

the former notation,

1) B.N. Prasad, loc.
(1934).
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T. Takahashi (-Kawata), Proc,. Physic-Math. Soc., 16
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that is, the left hand side integral is 0 log
1-r
way 0 is replaced by o.

By the elementary

